KUMA
Welcome to Kuma

Keeping you connected when you’re away from home – KUMA

Established in 2013, Kuma has grown rapidly to become one of the country’s leading manufacturers of leisure industry products. Based in Hereford in the UK we are perfectly placed to research, design, manufacture and deliver our range to our customers.

Our UK based team constantly strive to ensure Kuma products are the most innovative and reliable in the sector. With a focused portfolio and using state-of-the-art manufacturing processes, we are able to deliver the best technology in a package that is built to last.

Quality control is at the heart of our business. We thoroughly test every single product we produce to ensure end-user satisfaction and all our processes conform to stringent specifications throughout the supply chain.

Our mission – to supply our customers globally with products that are built to last.

Paul Douse is an avid caravanning enthusiast. After years spent holidaying, Paul identified some clear gaps in the market. With his passion for technology and a great team behind him, Kuma has developed a select range of products for the leisure industry that function perfectly and are easy to set-up and use.
Wi-Fi Hotspot & 4G Kit

WI-FI BOOSTER HOTSPOT KIT
SHARE A WI-FI SIGNAL FROM 1.6KM AWAY

CLICK HERE TO FIND OUT MORE

- A complete solution to pick up and boost an external wireless signal and repeat it at full strength
- Boost Caravan Wi-Fi, Motorhome Wi-Fi and Canal boat Wi-Fi with ease

4G POCKET WI-FI KIT
SHARE A MOBILE DATA SIGNAL WITH 5 DEVICES

CLICK HERE TO FIND OUT MORE

- Share the mobile internet connection with up to 5 devices – smartphones, tablets, iPads or computers
- Can be used with any SIM – unlocked to any network in the world
Kuma Wi-Fi Booster Hotspot Kit - Visual
Kuma 4G Pocket Wi-Fi Kit – Visual

No WiFi and Poor Mobile Signal?

Kuma Data Signal Solution

Network Tower

KUMA 4G Kit

KUMA 4G Kit

www.kuma.co.uk
01594 888188
Matrix Aerial

- Proven to perform as well as its rivals, at a fraction of the cost
- Supplied with 12/24V booster

- The ultra-strong magnet fixes to any ferrous metal safely with a rubber sleeve to protect the vehicle
- Supplied with 12/24V booster

N.B. Performance and functionality of the Matrix and Cosmos are the same. Customer decision is based purely on aesthetics.
Cosmos Aerial

COSMOS OMNI-DIRECTIONAL DIGITAL TV AERIAL

CLICK HERE TO FIND OUT MORE

- Proven to perform as well as its rivals, at a fraction of the cost
- Supplied with 12/24V booster

COSMOS OMNI-DIRECTIONAL TV AERIAL WITH MAGNETIC BASE

CLICK HERE TO FIND OUT MORE

- The ultra-strong magnet fixes to any ferrous metal safely with a rubber sleeve to protect the vehicle
- Supplied with 12/24V booster

N.B. Performance and functionality of the Cosmos and Matrix are the same. Customer decision is based purely on aesthetics.
USB Wireless Adapter & Flip-Down Bracket

USB WIRELESS ADAPTER
CLICK HERE TO FIND OUT MORE

❖ Using a 16dBi high gain antenna, you can connect to a Wi-Fi signal - 1.6km away. Boost it and enjoy a fast and reliable internet connection.

LOCKING & FULLY ROTATING FLIP-DOWN TV BRACKET
CLICK HERE TO FIND OUT MORE

❖ The sturdy mount features a space saving design that conveniently tucks your flat panel display under a cabinet when not in use.
Mounting Options

MAGPOLE – A MAGNETIC MOUNTING POLE FOR AERIALS, FLAGS AND ANTENNAS

- A 450mm weatherproof Magnetic Mounting Pole for use with Aerials, Flags or Antennas. Ideal for use in Caravans, Motorhomes, Trucks or Boats

KUMA 20” J – POLE MOUNT

- This 20” J-Pole Mount has a 1-inch diameter and is designed for mounting antennas and aerials where a robust, lightweight mount is required but can easily be removed in seconds

CLICK HERE TO FIND OUT MORE

CLICK HERE TO FIND OUT MORE
Power Supplies

I-DEVICE POWER SUPPLY

CLICK HERE TO FIND OUT MORE

- Charge any USB powered device including iPad, Android tablet, Smartphone or iPhone anywhere you have access to a vehicle battery – 12 or 24v DC input

REGULATED 12/24 VOLT POWER SUPPLY

CLICK HERE TO FIND OUT MORE

- Ideal for powering your 12 volt television, satellite system or Satnav etc, with a fully regulated 12v DC output to protect against surges and spikes caused by starting engines or low battery power
Contact Us

TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE

Contact: Will Fletcher
Tel: 01594 888188
Email: will.fletcher@kuma.co.uk

SALES, STOCKISTS & GENERAL ENQUIRES

Contact: Roy Betambeau
Tel: 01594 888188
Email: roy.betambeau@kuma.co.uk